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From the Editors' Desks
BY TAMARA

L.

JETTON AND LEONIE

M.

RosE

A

the new editors of the Michigan Reading Journal, we are excited about the opportunity to work with the
Michigan Reading Association and maintain the production of such a useful resource for the educators
in the state. We have a deep commitment to increasing the dialogue about literacy among educators
across the state. Lee has been involved with state literacy efforts for a long time. She has worked with state
initiatives such as Reading First, Grade Level Content Expectations revisions and alignment with the ELA
Michigan Standards and Benchmarks, Michigan Literacy Progress Profile K-3, 4-5, and MiClass. Lee has
also been actively involved in Michigan Reading Association on the Board of Directors since 1989 in several
capacities. Although she is a past president, Lee has remained active on the Board. Although Tamara has
been working with the International Reading Association on a national level as a committee member on the
QUESTAR task force, she just recently moved to Michigan and wants to be an integral part of the literacy
efforts occurring across the state.
We also have particular literacy interests to bring
to the MRJ editorship. Tamara was a middle and
high school English teacher for 10 years, and she
has a passion for adolescent literacy. Much of her
research focuses on the enhancement of literacy
for adolescents, and she would like to continue to
include voices of middle and secondary educators in
MRJ. Tamara has also been integrally involved in
the professional development of teachers through her
in-services on comprehension instruction and writing
to learn practices in many elementary schools. Lee
was an elementary teacher in grades 3 through 5
and an elementary reading specialist for 5 years and
has remained focused on reading improvement in
elementary and middle level education in the areas
of reading assessment, diagnostic reading, reading
interventions, and the language arts. She has just
completed a 2-year Title II Improving Teacher Quality
Grant with two charter schools in Detroit with a focus
of improving reading and writing competency K-8. Lee
would like to focus on literacy development in elementary classrooms in MRJ.

In the future as we begin to understand the editing
process and connect with educators across the state,
we envision some new focus areas for the Journal.
Since the current federal climate has emphasized
the need to support practice with research, we would
like to feature a section in the Journal titled "From
Research to Practice." In this section of the Journal,
we would feature one particular facet of literacy
research that might include phonological awareness,
fluency, comprehension, vocabulary, interest/engagement, and/or differentiated literacy instruction.
Authors would be asked to write about the current
research concerning the-topic and how teachers can
implement practice in support of the research.
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We also envision articles that feature a particular
school in Michigan where educators are addressing
literacy instruction in unique ways. We believe in the
need to highlight schools and build a collaborative
climate among Michigan schools in which successful
literacy practices can be shared.
We would like to feature a section in the Journal that
focuses on literacy coaching. In this section, we would
request articles that provide insights and advice for
teachers within Michigan schools as they work on
continued improvement of their literacy practices.
Lastly, we encourage various organizations across
Michigan such as the Michigan Alliance of Reading
Professors (MARP) and the Michigan Council of
Teachers of English to have a positive voice in the
Journal. These organizations could pose and discuss
policy issues that are currently under consideration in
Michigan and provide ideas for how these policies will
impact literacy instruction.
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In the present issue, the authors have explored a
variety of different issues related to both elementary
and secondary literacy. In the first article, titled
"Exploring Student Thinking in an Urban Setting,"
Susan Piazza uses a cross-case analysis to explore the
ways young readers transact with texts. Themes of
masculinity, language and dialect, conflict resolution,
and interests arose in the readers' discussions and
retellings. She suggests culturally relevant practices
that support young readers as they engage in text.
In the second article, titled "Do Test Scores Tell
All the Story?" Adnan Salhi used interviews and
field notes to investigate why students in advanced
secondary classes reported their dislike for reading
even though they were successful in school and on
assessments. The results may surprise some of you,
challenge teaching practices for some, and affirm
what others are doing in their classrooms every
day. The third article, written by Danielle DeFauw
and Erin Burton, concerns the role of the parents
of struggling readers and writers. In "Listening
to the Parents of Struggling Readers: An Analysis
of a Parent Focus Group," the authors share parent perspectives and a program designed to assist
parents while their children are attending a reading
clinic. They contribute many excellent suggestions
from their research results. Following this article,
Nancy Joseph advocates for content area literacy for
adolescents in "Content Area Reading Instruction:
An Essential Component in Adolescent Literacy."
Through her article, Joseph provides several reasons
why content literacy is important for adolescents, and
she shares the kinds of knowledge teachers must pos-
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sess as they engage adolescents in literacy practices.
In "Kinesthetic Spelling for All Students" Annette
Matt shares her action research that she designed
to assist her first graders in improving their spelling
by adding multisensory action to her lessons and by
differentiating her spelling lists for them. We encourage you to read to discover what she found from her
results. Finally, Jetton, Venglar, and Sian show how
teachers can build literacy communities through the
use of technology. Their article, "Creating Literacy
Communities Through the Use oflnteractive Technology and Computer-Mediated Discussion," explores
how a kindergarten and high school English teacher
used interactive technology and computer-mediated
discussion to extend literacy beyond the boundaries of
the traditional classroom. Teachers gain insights into
practices that encourage students to learn important
literacy concepts and respond to literature through
the use of technology.
We look forward to future articles that enlighten
and broaden our views of literacy across the state of
Michigan. We welcome all educators to share their
voices about literacy by contributing to the Journal,
and we are excited by the opportunity to engage in
dialogue about the critical literacy issues that we face
in the twenty-first century.
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